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The United States is on the brink of ~
great debate on the subject of the conduct of ~ - 
foreign relations. Rather than centering on p ~
for any specific area of the world or upon any
particular development of weaponry or military _
paredness, it seems likely to deal with aspect s
involvement of our institutions and power cen te_ ~
and the mechanics of formulation and conduct 0:
foreign affairs . The players on the board are
Presidency, the Oongress, and organized and un _ganized bodies of public opinion. At stake are redefinition and bet t er understanding of the c ~
nections between military power, diplomatic po _
and the consensus of national feelings which Fl.T':
could be mobilized. Meriting particularly cl0 8inspection is the proper role of Congress in r e-ship to all three.
The atomic age has brought about a ne ~
understanding of the limitations of national p - both military and diplomatic, and the accompany:
technological revolution has created a disrupt i
of previously established relationships in soc· ~
that demands change in what have been the rule s
governing many facets of life in and among devenations. It is this breakdown that has reflec -itself sharply in the generation gap of today,
the inability of the older generation to unders
the younger, or of the younger to be satisfied
the approaches of the past , which have seen the
problems develop unan swered .
Of course, the clearest manifestation these factors today in international affairs ex: ·
with regard to the Vi et Nam issue. But the co ~
ment to the course of slow but certain disinvo ~-
taken by the President seems likely to defer or least blunt the impact of any general emerging ~
pattern as to that particular problem. And the .
emotions which so many Americans and others have
already vented toward the war may prevent any r E~
showdown on the long-range policy decisions in
relation to it.
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It is not so of the Middle East. There,
our ability to develop and maintain workable and
sens ible national policy seems likely to be put to
the test; and, with regard to it, the developing
roles of Oongress, t he President, and the people
will be significant. A number of factors make it
especially challenging. A more direct confrontation
with the Soviet Union presents itself, both militarily and diplomatically. Most of the other major
world powers are already concerned economically and
otherwise. More significant economic and geopolitical
considerations are at play. There are emotional
and historical t ·ies that will not be disregarded;
and, within the United States, of course, there is
the deeply interested and highly articulate Jewish
c ommunity and its sympathizers, needing little more
mobilization to be an effective force upon public
opinion. But it should not be overlooked that there
ar e also, or there may develop, strong counterforce s
of opinion, by way of reaction, because of other
ci tizen attitudes and other forces at work. All the
diverted doubts and frustrations on the Viet Nam war
and the decisions that led us into it are at work.
Both the forces that attract and repel have the
immutability of magnetic poles. The limitation of
power concept will never face a more severe test.
The conclusion follows that any new definition or readjustment of the processes of foreign
policy formation for our country during the next
few years is more likely to come in the framework
of Middle Eastern policy than in relation to any
other international concern, no matter how important
or troublesome others may be. It is for that reason
that we should consider in more detail relationships
and factors in foreign policy formation with special
reference to the Middle East .
Even with all other major factors mentioned
regarding the Middle East, there still is the controlling framework of the U. S. Oonstitution with
regard to the various governmental functions involved.
The prevailing power of the presidency over foreign
affairs has been as much a matter of tradition as
of actual power delegated. Technically the broad

executive

power granted under Article II would seem
to give power only to carry out laws and policies
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Congressionally det ermined regarding fo rei gn po l:
rather than to propose and act upon inclividual
policie s independently. Likewise more specifi c
power, under Section 2 of Article II, to ac t a s
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces does no t
necessarily imply that the Armed Force s can be .-~
in any way the President decides, and obviousl
there are financial and other limitations whic h
Congre ss can impose in fa ct or in theory. But
must reflect back on the famous decision of Te d -Roo sevelt when told he could not send the Great
White Fleet around the world because Congress w
not finance it. His reply was that he would s e:=:.:.
it halfway and let the Congress decide what to then.
Treaty-making power is definit ely g ive_
the President, but only with the advice and con ~ 
of two-thirds vote of the Sena tors present. Anthe a dvent of modern communications, t he import ~
of the right to appoint and receive ambassad or s
loss of a faotor in foreign 8.:f:f8. j rR t.han must he. ~
been orig inally contemplated.
It is true that under various pieces
legislation, the President has been given relat_
wide delegations of authority by the Congress; - .
sometimes a president has, without Congressiona:
action, delegated to himself the right to issue
executive orders and to conclude international
agre ements not amounting to treaties but, neverless, having the effect of law or national comm ~
As to the se powers, it io true, Congress could .~
any that have been given by it; but, as a pract:
matter, the everyday conduct of relations with
nations would sometimes seem to
authority and flexibility.
As to the Congress and its constitutiv ~~_
granted powers relating to foreign policy, t here
certain definite powers provided for. A questi _
not raised. in the past, so far as I know, but 1 :'::
to come up in the future is whether Article X, r =serving undele gated. powers to the people as to
matt ers over which the Constitution is otherwi se
silent includes a limitation on the authority o ~
Congress to act in th e field of forei gn affairs .
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The enumerated powers, of course, relate to revenues
and expemlltu.retl, to commerce between nations to
provision of armed forces, and to declaration'of war.
The war po~er, a subject of frequent controversy in
our past hlstory, had an original meaning that has
certainly been by-passed in the Korean and Viet Nam
ventures. The third branch of government, the
Supreme Court, has shied away from the subject in
the past, but regardless of future liberal or conservative leanings, it may not always to so.
Altogether, the generality of the Constitutional provisions and the l ack of any major court
interpretations of the basic powers leave a wide
range for discussion today, and the impending debat~
is likely to range over a whole host of basic Constitutional questionso In the Viet Nam controversy,
of course, the center of attack is the Tonkin Gulf
Resolution and what its meaning and authority should
be. There has been a general reluctance in the
Congress and opposition by both the Johnson and Nixon
administrations toward a review of the resolution,
probably because of the possible adverse effect
upon the conduct of operations in and negotiations
regarding Viet Namo But the inquiries and attacks
by no means stop at that point now, and t~ey have ,
far more bearing, therefore, upon the entlre questlon
of Middle Eastern policy. Specifically, Senate,
Democratic leader, Mike Mansfield, has been saylng
that we should repeal a whole seriesof resoluti~ns
which giv e extraordinary war powers to the p:esldent.
Th is calls for , repeal of the Formosa Resolutlon, ,the
Mid-East Resolution, and the Tonkin Gulf Resolutlon.
Other de facto commitments might be debated and ad~ed
to such a repealer. Mansfield voices a broad feellng
that "We ought to clear the table ,:nd start fr~m
scratch" Along with Senator Mathlas, he h,:S lntroduced what has been called a "Nat ional ', Comml tments
Resolution." A similar joint resoluvtlon l;-as been
proposed in the House and is currently pendlng before
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs. Whether
hearings will actually take pl,:ce on th~selmea~u~~~
in either the House or Senate 1S n~t ye c ear,
,
'f
th Y do not
it seemc poss1ble that other
even 1
e,
h" 1 for prolonged
legislation would be used as a ve 1C e
't
th
debate and possible amendments on,the S~~J~~ i~~er_e
floor, especially on the Senate slde.
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esting that the President has not yet categoric ~
opposed such hearings or even action on the re s : tions. Whether this comes from a desire to avo :~
ronfrontation or from a convicti on that there o u~to be more participation of the Congress and of
public generally in foreign policy formation i s
yet clear, but there are indications that the l a
may be true. If this turns out to be so, it wo··-be the first important step t aken by a presidenthe , direction of limiting his own powers over
affairs in recent history, if not in the entir e
history of the United States . Whether it would ·
a sound course can certainly be argued in view
the demands ofnnmediate decision in the splitsecond world of today. It would seem obvious t~
limitations on presidential power calling for a
of the Congress and Congressional particiaption decision-making must ne cessarily be limit ed to
principles or policies or to problems that can
met with measured re sponse . The spec i fic power
over the armed forces of the United States fo r
poses such as retaliation to a possible nuclearattack clearly permit no sharing of immediate or
even ultimate responsibility.
As McGeorge Bundy sai d recently in his
article, "To Cap a Volcano" (Foreign Affairs,
Autumn, 1969),
"For sane men on both Sides, the balancterror is overwhelmingly persuasive."
There is no perpetual guarantee of sane leaders Bundy likens the U. S. and the U. S. S. R. to
scorpions in a battle, but one recalls another ~
about a non-swimming scorpion persuading a hippcpotamus that it was safe to carry him across the
In mid-stream, the scorpion stung his steed and were about to die. To the query of the hippo, ~-
scorpion 's reply was,
"Mais, c'est le Congo!"
Unfortunately, the Congo of yesterday could bee o-the world of tomorrow. Thu s , any resolution de f"
the policy of the United States proposed by the
Executive and fully debated in the Congress and
throughout the Nation must define more spec ifi e~
the responsibilities of the President with regarto nuclear firs t- strike or retaliation. Possiblthis could even help to work out strategic arms
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limitations in He ls inki or, later, in Vienna . Likewise the entire question of the U. S. position in
the Middle East might be clarified by more thorough
Congressional and popular disucssion of our position.
For instance the speech of the Secretary of State,
on December 9, was subject to misinterpretation and
arouse d anxieties on all sides, even though it may
have had an immediate and salutary effect upon the
f inal phases of the summit Arab disucssion at Rabat.
On the one hand a high degree of anxiety exists in
this country in the Jewioh community that the U. s.
is about to abandon Israel. On the other there is
a strong Viet-Nam condi ti.oned reluctance, on the
part of a great number of Americans to make any
commitment which might involve the use of U. S.
armed forces in the Middle East dispute in support
of Israel. It could be argued that leaving the
p ossible reactions undefined is the best course.
But the temper of the country today certainly makes
this questionable. It would be far better, it seems
to me, to have a clarification by the President on
the unresolved questions raised by Secretary Rogers'
sp eech, and after that clarification to have a
general discussion in the appropriate commtttees of
the Congress, and by ~he public as well, to suggest
what our interests and commitments are and should be.
It was for these reasons that on January
20, I wrote to President Nixon pointing out some of
the mis-understandings that seem to have resulted
from Secretary Rogers' address and calling for a
clarification of these misunderstandings . To some
extent this has now been done by later statements
of Secretary Rogers at his news conference of December
23 , and by the President's 'remarks at his recent
news conference on February 2.
The first point of
confus ion was that the U. S. statement on a balanced
approach toward peace in the Middle East was misinterpreted to that we would ,support both Arab
countri es and Israel equally or not at all. What
was intended to be said was that we would sell or
otherw1se pro v 1de e qu1pm e nt, mater1al
and other
support t~ ~sra~l in,order to keep it'at least in
balance mllltarlly wlth the aggressive Arab nations

to whom major supplies

vided by the Soviets.

and equipment are being proThe situation has b~en fu~ther

a ggravated by the cynical French sale of mlrage Jets
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to Libya. The U. S. position has been and, as n
verified by President Nixon, continues to be th a~
we will not only sell I srael weapons necessary keep its military balance or predominance in t hE
area, but that we will continue to offer econo m~_
aid to many projects there. For instance, thi s
the Foreign Aid Authorization Bill added consid
new aid to institutions not supported before i n
Israel. Among them, I am happy to say, is the
Weizmann Institute under its new president , our
fellow Cincinnatian , Dr. Albert Sabin, for whict
we provi ded three million dollars that has now [funded. Another was the Hadassah organization received five million dollars. Moreover, for t tfirst time, and without conditions of multi-nat_~ __~
participation, twenty million dollars was autho
for building or assis ting in the building of a
salinization plant.
Another question raised by the Rogers
which hopefully has now been clarified, was that
advocated withdrawal from Egyptian territory sho come only "in the context of peace and agreemen
spec i1"ic security safeguards, " and after tho se
been provided, not before .
Two other unfortunate implications dra _
from the speech related to access to holy place s ~
Jerusalem and territorial expansionism . As to ~~
former, the Israelis have provi ded it for the f ~=
time in many years; and, as to the latter, ther e
has been no adoption of any policy of expansion "
by Israel in the territorial sense . Rather, the
confirmed pOSition has been that occupation sho ~
be used as a factor in obtaining recognitionof
Israel's right to exist as a nation.
Another factor relating to the December speech was that U. S. officials apparently fail econsult in advance with the countries most dire cinvolved - Israel, Jordan and Egypt. With the S c~~--,
tivity of the area and the key nature of direct
negotiations, this seems, to say the least, to hE
been unwise . No discussion of the e~cts of t he
Decemoer 9 speech would oe complete wi t hout refle
that, whQe it may have had the effect a t Rab~t bstrengthening the hand of the more conservatlve
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countri es to turn down further financial support
for the radical ones, it also apparently encouraged
the Russians to further intransigence in their
position . The Soviet reaction was to recant from
their commitment to direct negotiations und er the
Rhodes formula and to encourage Arab countries in
their position that they are not responsible for
the guerrilla-type activities of Palestinian organizations initiated within their borders .
One final aspect of th e Rogers' talk, which
relates directly back to the basic question of the
role of the Congress and the role of public opinion
infueUnited States, involves the very predictable
effect of the talk upon the opinion of American
Jews and Israeli sympathizer s here.
The reaction
was strong and to be expected. A lack of clarity
of the statement on the points I have mentioned
inevitably aroused much trepidation and many misgivings .
This, in time, resulted in partisan aspects
coming to play with Hubert Humphrey and the ADA
leading the charge.
This may have been inevitable
in the political climate in which we live, and
therefore may not be particularly disturbing or
surpris i ng . However, the principal danger is not
that such a reaction would weaken the Administration
or even that it might undermine the confidence of
the world in th e policies being followed by the
Administration .
The greate r peril lies in the fact
that the mobilization of pro-Israel opinion on the
part of some of the country, in view of our Viet
Nam trauma, seems likely to result in a countermobilization of opinion among groups never previously
inimical to Israel.
The resulting polarization of
opinion within the United States could affect our
credibility and our usefulness in attempting to act
a s an honest broker in obtaining a settlement in the
Middle East conflict.
This role was obviously
difficult enough from the start if not altogether
impossible . The general hostile climate prevailing
o n f9rei g n involvement is not to be underestimated,

a s ,:,,~tne R S the
z ~tlon :' e t'fort

s izable

turnout for the

"New Mobili-

in Washing ton in November despite
wlde dlsclosure of left wing involvement and the

threat of violence inherent in connection with

it.

It would appear that both in matters telating
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to foreign and domestic policy, we may well be ~
the process of developing a new quasi institu t~
the "non-v:ident demonstration", fed by broad n: _
coverage and creating a power base from publi c
opinion segments all on its own. Recently I
opportunity to have a discussion with an Indi ~
Member of Parliament, who was visiting this c ~-~~
He commented especially on the fact that the p
realities of this new third force in American
politics, direct public opinion not through e s - political structures but through demonstratio s.
even wi th01Jt them, as something with which we
have to reckon . A most interesting commentary
this development is to be found in the Columbi ~
Journalism Review seminar, " On Understanding S
by Walter Lippmann, reported in the fall of 1 9 r ~
While the report is fragmentary , some of the
Mr. Lippmann says are worth more thought. Fir ~
asks,
"Public opinion has been the third fa
that really changed American policy or
the Viet Nam war.
How did that come aHe then goes on to say that the change might h a-~
been brought about as much as anything by Pres ~:
Johnson's conceal ing the war from the American _
first by sending an army almost without drafte e~
to do the fighting and then, finally, beine fo r
to use drafted men to fight a war ten thousand
miles away .
"Now drafting men to fight a war ten
thousand miles away is something that
no sensible g reat power has ever
attempted . .. .
The British, in all their period of
imperial rule in the Nineteenth Centur~
never conscripted Englishmen to fi ght -- Asia. They always relied on volunteer ~
professional soldiers, and on mercenar ~ - Johnson, who knows no history, didn't
realize what a thing he was doing when
he began to conscript an ~rmy to.fight_ ~
war that nobody believed In partlcular-~
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anyway - nobo dy had ever had it explained to them, nobody could explain
the reason for it - ten thousand miles away ...
Finally the Tet offensive came, and he
tried to get gener als to say tha t it
would take only 35 , 000 men . But finally
it was leaked out from Washington t hat
Westmoreland wanted 206 ,000 men. And that
figure broke Johnson's back . That was
when the public revolt ed . That ' s why
Johnson had to retire."
Lippmann comments further that the capacity of public
opinion to react is a v ery limited one confined
almost to yes or no answers on matters such as
foreign affa irs. He also points out that public
opinion does not always work thro ugh big mass meetings or demonstrat ions . He pOints out that the
rebellion of the young has been caused by the
technological gap that he relat es to the generation
gap . As he sees it, this problem is :
"How will we be able t o create a
capacity to g overn this enormously
new and enormously complicated and
very rapidly changing social environment?
That is the problem . And there is no
answer . We may not solve it in a generation . That ' s the problem of today. The
revolutionary - all that business - is of
no importance except as a by-product of
that."
With unusual humility, the former high priest of preViet Nam Johnsonism, closes :
"I don ' t feel able to say what I 'm go ing
to t ell a Congressman to do . I myself
don 't know what to do . We might as well
be honest about it with ourselves; we a re
not in a position yet to reeducate the
masses because we don ' t know what to teach
them . And that 1s one of the critical
conditions of our time."
b:iTn<'>""

n n i:nni ca te,

I

think, is that while
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there may be a very real role that public opln l
is going to play in the formation of our forei gL
policy, and while there may be new emerg ing
capacities for public opinion through "non'vi o:"
demonstrations " , or otherwise as a quasi inst i~:;:-;""·
in our society, the business of forei gn af fair ~
so complex that it se ems ques t ionable whether ~
i mportant and positive contribution toward sat:;factory peaceful solutions can come a bout thr o~~
the unfiltered reactions of the public, whethermobilizat ion marches or not . It should b e co m~~
of course, that in catalyzing domestic change - mass demonstration technique has not been inef::_
For example, few would say that the Civil Ri gh- =
Act of 1964 was not at least in pRrt a reflect ~
of the civil rights march on Washington in 196:.
But on the whole, even in domestic policy and E_
pecially in the foreign policy formation and c
it would seem that, with all its imperf ect ions
r epr es entative nature of the Congress bett er q ~~~
it to reflect and interpret public opinion and _
reactions, as well as to partidpate on the pub behalf, than any other substitute that can be
That is why during a period in which public op ~·___
is assuming an ever- increasing importance be cau of the increasing effectiveness of communicati owe must have a better concept of what the role -~
the Legislative Branch of government is or sho ·-·
be in connection with int ernational affairs.
Winston Churchill once expressed the opinion t ~
democracy is the most imp ossible form of gav e
in the world except that there is no be tter one.
Pa raphrasing that for present day circums tance s.
Ambassador of Sierra Leone was just r ec ently r e:;-to have been asked wha t he thought of democracy.
His reply, worthy of s ome thought, was, "Democr::
is a little like sex. When it ' s good, its very
and when it's bad, it's not all that bad . " Wh Cthis may be true of the internal affairs of Si e__
Leone or indeed of mo s t other nations, unfor
it is not true of a world power cha rged with t
massive responsibility of maintai~ing i~te~nat ~._:--
peace. Bad decisions in democratlc socletles -- _
forei gn affairs it now is clear , may be ve ry ~
inde ed perhaps'even irretrievable. And,the d ~==
culty is tha t the most brilliantly concelve d an
carefully executed course of action for a deve lc=~
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Twentieth Oentury d cmocratio nation oan rapidly
cast it on the shoals, if no care has been taken to
assess, prepare, and bring along citizen support.
Nor will the troubles necessarily take time to
develop . Today's instant communications can bring
in a line storm in a hurry.
Thus the mid-course of crisis in which we
f ind our se l ves in th e conduct and formulation of
f oreign policy ca lls back more t han ever the words
of Linc oln in a time of internal rebellion and
domestic confront a tion:
"The dogma of the quiet past are
inadequate to the stormy present .
The occasion is piled high with
difficulty, and we must rise with
the occasion . As our case is new,
so we must think anew, and act anew.
We must disenthrall ours elves, and
then we shall save the country."
In this spirit America must awaken today to the
understanding that no matter how wise the President,
and no matter how resourceful and informed his adv isors, they will not suffice in the formation of
U. S. foreign policy . As exemplified by the problems
of our role in the Middle East, the Congress and
the country as a whole must participate in the proc ess, and must agree to the commitments and the course
of thier fulfillment. This general conclusion rests
on a number of essential precepts.
First there must be arecognition that nuclear
war is n ot an acceptable concept, politically or
morally, no matter the degree of over-all or first
strike weapons . superiority . This is an important,
al though not the only, facto I' In a recognition of
the practical limits of national military power and
d i plomatic effectiveness. A concomitant would seem
t o be that a s killed a nd professional military, not
relying or counting on a non-voluntary manpower pool,
woul d be an advantage, not a detriment, to a credihlp.
and acceptable world-wid e defense posture.
1

Qon ' t

bcl~cvc

we

Should be

co nc e rn ed with

t he argument that a totally professional military
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would be a dangerous force to peaceful policie s.
At least it could be no more so than today, fo r
entire officer corps is volunteer. The check
military from the people and the Congress shou::
suffice . One can ' t help but comment, however, -~--~
procedures of Congress itself need reexaminati ::.
reform to assure more responsiveness to the na~~
will on this and other policy-making procedure s
Equally important is that the decisio ~
policy and American undertakings in internatio -matters be in relationship to accepted priorit :=at home, formed to mee t domestic aspirations 0
schedule satisfactory to and reflecting most i
ate concerns of our people. High on any such E
must rank education, housing, environment p res ~~~
and improvement, and equality of opportunity.
also must be total tax burden and i ts relation s·~
to economic and thus personal freedom.
There must be a revitalization of our
institutions of governmental process ot provide
participation and responsiveness to changing d~ ~~~
Communication between those responsible for de c:
and socie ty generally must . be improv ed in both
directions, so that the frus trations today ' s un:
standing gaps can be ameliorated .
But even these r equirements cannot and ·~~II:
not be allowed to pervade American thinking to point of abnegation of a broad measure of world
responsibility. Like it or not, this has been
upon us, and we cannot as a people deny it and
anything other than disaster. At the same time
must and should seek to share it as soon and a s
safely as possible by putting it ina multi-late_:::framework of responsible nations. Thi s has bee ~
past and is a present effort, it is true, but ione that has met with or promises quick prospe c~=
of success. With patience and perseverance we
continue to urge and work fur such a course as iJ::.
the best interests of all, but equally we must ~ 
be deluded to any course that would abandon the ~~.
guards of maintaining our strength and credibi l~
to ac t alone on our convictions if and when we ~
we must.
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Theee difficult paths may , if we can follow
them, lead indeed to disenthrallment and a new d awn
of understanding of the role of the President, Congress , a nd the people.
If so, inde ed , "Then we shall
save the Country."

Robert Taft, Jr.

